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EDITORIAL
"When Christ who is our life shall
appear then shall ye also appear with
him in glory" (Col. 3: 4).

3

ers resulted in several conversions,
and the encouragement of the class
generally.
Bro. Myers has gone to
his home some time ago for the summer.
We are not aware at the time
of this issue that any one is engaged
in special meetings now.
During
the latter part of February Eld. J. C.
Dick conducted a series of meetings
at the Hollowell church in the S.
Franklin dist., but as to results we
have not heard.

We have regretted it much that or
account of the fuel famine we got behind in the sending out of the Visitor.
Now that the difficulty is past
w» are making every effort to catch
up again and hope it won't be long
until we will be able to mail the paWe have completely revised our
per on time.
Only then will we a- mailing list changing the credit on
gain feel good over it.
all labels that were paid previous to
March 1. Some have come in sinco
Beginning with our next issue of and we could not but wish they had
the paper we expect to publish a ser- been a little earlier since they were
ies of four articles prepared by Eld. due a month or more previous. How
J. A. Climenhaga of the Messiah many things we would do differently
Bible School.
These articles are if we would practice true to the motto
But we are glad for
intended to be a statement in print Do It Now!
renewals
whether
early or late just
of his addresses at the recent Bible
so
they
come.
Now
of all whose
Conference.
We bespeak for them
subscriptions
have
been
paid in the
a careful reading.
Later there may
recent
months
we
request
to examothers of the addresses be printed, if
ine
the
label
and
if
the
credit
is no+
the Lord will.
correct notify us at once, please, and
we will correct.
There must be some failure somewhere in the workings of the postal
Sister Boulter writes us that her
or mail system of the country. Comreceiving
quite a number letters "n
plaints reach us of not having reanswer
to
her appeal in the Visitor
ceived the Visitor when as far as we
brought
her
under suspicion of being
know they were mailed in the regua
German
sympathiser
and unexpectlar order. We don't know where the
edly
five
federal
officers
came to her
failure is to be located, but if any
home
and
went
thru
her
desk taking
numbers are missing we will willingcharge
of
her
letters,
asking
many
ly mail duplicates as long as we have
questions
as
to
the
why
of
her
havextra numbers if we are informed
ing
so
many
correspondents
with
promptly.
German names, and having in view
her possible internment. She wishes
The special meetings held at tho to state that this interference with
Lancaster Mission by Eld. W. J. My- her mail will hinder her from ans-
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wering all of the letters as quickly as
she intended but she expects to be
able to do so soon, as she has been
able to save the envelopes.
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accommodate an article, or experience, of 3000 words.
To use five
pages for a testimony or experience
is rather more than we can do. Another feature usually attending these
writings is that they need much corr e c t i o n a n d c o n s t r u c t i o n if not to
be en
r e . w r i t t e n something that
; t ,g c o n s M e r e d t h e e d i t o r h a s p l e n t y
Qf t i m e t o d o
But at present th.t
^
not obtain ^
the editor of the

„T, , ,
.,
,
.
J
What does it mean to be saying
"My Lord delayeth his coming?
In
the case of the evil servant mentioned m Matt. 24: 48-51 it meant that
he did things he would not have done
had his attitude toward His Lord's
Visitor.
His time is very much occoming been different.
Is that true
, , , cupied now having consented to do
TT .
of us also m our day?
Undoubted,
, .
,
, ,, „
,, , „ T , s o m e
teaching daily at the Bible
ly.
A writer says that Worldliness „ , ,
,.
,
c
m
* ,
, School.
Some time we may have
of some phase or degree is sure to ,.
, ,
, ,
,
...
, ..
, ,
, , .
time to devote to such writings but
obtain if we are not daily watching .
,,
,
,
,
.
.
,
.
. f o r the present we must ask the m T
for the Lord.
Once one says, The , ,
. ,,
f
. .
,, „
. ,, ,
'
diligence of the writers of the arT •
Lord delayeth, and that such or ,. , .
„r
.
,
.
. ,
.
, .
tides m question.
We are confident
such an event may take place before ,,
,, •• , ,
,
,
,
.
, . that the shorter articles stand a
TT .
His presence will be consummated,
. , ,,
,
, ,
, ,,
,
. ,
, .
, .
* much better chance to be read thar
the natural heart is ready to exult , ,,
,
,,
1
0
A
n
.
, ,
.
. , do the lona- ones. 1200 words would
over plans of business, or of social
about fill two pages and would seem
affairs, that there will be time to
,,
, „
, .
to be about sufficiently long for a
carry thru sucessfully before His ,
,
,
, . , ,
, .
testimony.
Yet we do not wish to
coming, and in a short time "the un
discourage or cause any one to stumwatching servant becomes a carnal
ble.
We'll do the best we can with
believer, mingling with the mixed
what comes but must have time.
multitude.'"
In verse 49 we find
such an one "eating and drinking
with the drunken," and his Lord will
Sister Taylor>s Ietter f r o m
Africa
come at an hour when he don't look w i ] 1 b e r e a d w i t h j n t e r e s t s i n c e n o
for Him and judgment severe will be w o r d h a d c o m e f r o m t h e m f o r a l o n
meted out to him.
Worldliness is a t i m e .
S h e writes of it b e i n g
the
very deceiving thing and we may well r a i n s e a g o n a n d t h a t t h e i r j o
heed the warnings uttered against
from Sikalongo to Macha was made
being caught.
under difficulties on account of the
much rain.
A private letter from
If some correspondents would learn Sr. Davidson of Macha was written
to not spin out their writing to such about the same time to Sr. Davidson
length as they do their writing in Harrisburg, Pa., from which we
would stand a much better chance to are permitted to make such extracts
appear in print early.
It takes ap- a s w e choose.
She also writes of
proximately 600 words to fill a page their being much rain, and their reof the Visitor.
Any one can easily t u r n from beyond Choma where the>
see how many pages it would take te had gone to meet Sr. Taylor and the
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children was made with considerable
difficulty.
Rivers and ponds thru
which they had to pass were swollen
to an extent that they were held up
for some time several times until the
water subsided before they ventured
thru.
Once they got stuck fast in
the middle of the stream and the
boys had to carry the women and
children over.
Garden things were
growing rapidly and their table was
supplied with potatoes, tomatoes, cucumbers radishes, lettuce, and beans
of which there was the first mess on
Christmas. They also have oranges
and lots of bananas.
Early in Nov.
1917 she and two of the girls went
to the banana orchard and cut 22
bunches at one time. They continue
to be encouraged and devoted to the
work to which the Lord has called
them, and are expecting to go up
from Africa when Christ shall como
to call His own to His side.

O Christ, He is the Fountain,
The deep, sweet well of love,
The streams on earth I've tasted.
More deep I'll drink above:
There to an ofears fulness,
His mercy doth expand,
»_ A «~'orv, glory, dwelleth
In Immanuel's Land.
The poet's vision of Christ as above attracts us.
"In Him was Life
and the Life was the Light of men."
" I am the Light of the world." "Hr
that followeth Me shall not walk in.
darkness."
Why do men choose darkness rather than light?
The answer of Jesus
is sufficient.
It is "because their
deeds are evil." He whose deeds are
evil "hates the light" said Jesus, and

5

He knew.
If we are the children of
God we are no more the children of
the evil one.
Believers have come
out from under Satan's dominion.
They are now the sons (children) of
God, and have become the children
of the Light.
They are not of the
night, nor of the darkness.
And
they follow the light.
They are in
Christ and nothing shall be able to
separate from Him.

An echo of something that appeared in connection with our Conference
Notes last spring has come to us recently from a Kansas brother.
In
our notes we remarked as to whether
the amount of good accomplished by
Conference was in any way sufficient
to balance its money cost.
This
brother says that he, with others Li
Kansas said Amen, and says further.
"We wish you would pull harder at
that rope" implying that possibly
conference could be persuaded to consider a plan which might relieve
from the heavy burden of holding
conference every year, especially
when the money so spent is needed
so much in the mission
field.
He
also says something of the poor
brother paying the way for the rich
brother to conference, something he
does not do willingly, and refers to
the fact that the prices of all living
necessities are so unusually high.
This brother's expressing himself as
he does affords a hint as to the working of some minds in regard to the
matter, and perhaps there are moi'Q
such than we think.
But apparently we are shut up to the Annual Conference method.
Possibly as far
back as 1898 conference was petitioned to change from an annual to a tri-
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WHEREAS, there is such a great need
enniel meeting, but it was considered
that the objections to it were of a for help, and the call so urgent. We begj
sufficiently serious nature to defeat for them, and their special benefit, a
it.
If we remember right one argu- hearty co-operation in arranging frement of weight was that the success- quent appointments in church service,
ful keeping of a proper order in the and welcome entertainment in the many
church, and holding things steady homes of the brethren, for we know that
was difficult enough with an annual a real acquaintance with them, will
meeting and that it would hardly be mean that a multitude of prayers will be
possible to keep order at all if the offered in their behalf and also as well,
meeting would be made less fre- liberal financial assistance.
quent. Another argument was that
And also the following:
the social side of the meeting has its
Whereas, Brother and Sister Amos D.
value.
The brethren and sisters of
M. Dick, of Grantham, Pa., who have
the different districts and states rub
been accepted by the F. M. Board as
up against each other, have good
missionaries to India and expect to enter
visits with each other, and thus the
their field of labor sometime during this
bond of unity, especially socially, is
year, contemplate beginning their torn
strengthened.
Yes, if the whole aover the church in the near future; we
mount of the cost of Conference request in their behalf the hearty cowould for one year be set aside for operation and support of our dear breththe mission field the weight of good ren and sisters.
would possibly show much in favor
May open doors, sympathetic heart*,
of doing this, but—and this but butts and willing hands await them!
hard—we venture to say the bulk of
J. R. Zook ,Chairman,
the money would remain to swell the
C. N. Hostetter, Sec'y of F. M. B.
bank accounts of those whose it is.
So we are not sure that missions
SPECIAL NOTICE.
would benefit by less traveling to
conferences however
desirable it
Districts having questions for the
might be.
Still some one might
consideration of General Conference
sound
conference
on
it
this
will kindly bear in mind that such
coming spring.
matter must be in the hands of the
Conference Secretary before April
15th.
You will notice in the ConPROSPECTIVE MISSIONARIES.
stitution and By-Laws of the Church
Sister Mary Wenger of Lebanon and the following "General Conference
Dauphin dist., Pa., and Sister Mary Kin- Secretary shall prescribe in proper
dig of Bucks and Montgomery dist., Pa., form for consideration, all questions
have been accepted by the F. M. Board, tor Conference, and submit them to
and, are hastily preparing to accompany the General Executive Board for arBro. and Sr. Lehman to the African mis- ranging for Conference, not later
sion field.
than the 15th., day of April precedThese sisters will labor in the Rho- ing Conference."
desian dist., probably at the Mtshabeii
If this matter is promptly attendGirl's School; and
ed to, much of the "Eleventh Hour

March 11, 1918.
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Rush," in arranging the work of Con
ference, can be eliminated.
Questions arriving later than this
date may receive no recognition.
Reports of Boards, Committees,
Missions, etc., shall be forwarded tc
the Secretary not later than May
first.
C. N. Hostetter,
Gen. Conference Secy'
PENNA. STATE COUNCIL.

BIBLE
= =

SCHOOL

DEPARTMENT.

SCHOOL NOTES.

Inquiries have been made at different times for a report from Asa W.
Climenhaga who is travelling in the
interests of the school throughout
the brotherhood.
Bro. Climenhaga
has been in Blair and Lancaster counties of Pennsylvania.
The response
by the different districts in assisting
the school work has been very commendable. Lancaster county has the
lead in gross offerings although the
highest per capita offerings may go
to another district.
It is difficult to
make an exact report at this time as
some of the pledges have not been
paid; and through the west, Bro. Climenhaga, gave to General Conference time, to pay the amounts subscribed.
It is the present intention
to defer the itemized report by districts until the tour by Bro. Climenhaga is completed which will likely
not be before September.

The Council is to convene at 9 A.
M,. Thursday, April 4th., at the Messiah Home, Harrisburg, Pa.
The districts have not all reported their questions for consideration.
The questions thus far sent in are
1st. What are the official duties
toward members who have gradually
gone back until there is no love for,
or fellowship with the church?
2nd. Does the church permit, encourage or enjoin the ordination of
the wife of an official when the official has been ordained before his marriage or re-marriage.
The present out-look is that the in3rd. Question of properly caring debtedness will all be paid, both on
for the spiritual need of the brethren buildings and general maintenance,
in military camps.
and a substantial start made toward
4th. Should the church engage in an endowment fund which is very
business enterprises that involve fi- much needed to maintain the school
nancial risks?
successfully in the future.
5th. What is, or should be, the
A former student, now decease!,
official relation of the Grantham Archie Byers of Hamlin, Kans., bechurch to students of the school wh# queathed $2000.00 for endowment.
are members of other districts?
The amount was reported as $3000.00
6th. Would it further the Home- at General Conference at Detroit.
Mission cause and church extension
to give the Home Mission Board initiatory privileges by securing Home ed upon by four districts, thus far.
Mission workers similar to that of a Tt is hoped that all the districts will
report at once to the Secretary.
district in need of a minister.
7th. The question of establishing
Enos H. Hess.
a Boy's Orphanage has been report-Grantham, Pa.
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CONTRIBUTED
PAUL'S PERSISTENT AIM.
By

ISAIAH

P.

BASEHORE.

Phil. 3 : 14: " I press toward the
mark for the prize of the high calling
of God in Christ Jesus."
First we want you to notice that
there is a high calling of God or something beyond the ordinary, as we see
it: may we refer you to I Cor. 12: 31
and also to Isa. 30: 21, and Isa. 35:
8.
In this last passage we note that
Isaiah tells us of an highway, and a
way, the way of holiness. From this
passage we will call your attention
to Exodus 39: 30.
May we also re-
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fer you to Psa. 16: 11.
Now we
trust from looking at these passages
you will agree that it is in accordance with the Word of God that
there is a something beyond the ordinary run of Christianity. You may
call it what you will—sanctification,
the better way, the inner life, or you
may have some other term, but we
want you to not lose sight of the fact
that there is a high calling of God.
It is the calling of God, because He
is the One that calls.
He calls, He
chooses, He elects individuals in this
dispensation out of all nations, and
all generations, for a certain purpose
which He has in view concerning
them.
It is a high calling because its
source is high, and its purpose is
high, even our redemption, and our
glorification with Him forever.
Again it is high from the sphere in
which it operates, the God man is
the individual in which the calling operates (Eph. 1: 10-13 R. V.).
It
is as though when God made man
He should first of all have made his
head, and then the members of his
body to be united to his head, and to
live in, and through and by it.
Just
so, first of all God gave the high calling to the God-man, namely Christ
Jesus, the head and now He is calling
you and me by His grace to be members of the body of which He is the
head.

Kans.
The matter was in error as
the one reporting had the amount
confused with a bequeathment of
Bro. Byers to another purpose.
$100.00 of Bro. Byers' bequeath
ment to the school was deducted for
state tax: the school received $1900
Word was rceived within the last,
week of $200.00 being bequeathed by
another brother.
When one hears
of the 3arge estates to be distributed
we are made to wonder why many
more do not follow the noble example
of Bro. Byers and others.
The spring term will be shortened
two weeks and the summer term
lengthened two weeks.
Commencement will be June 2-5 instead of June
16-19 as catalogued.
Then we will notice that there is a
Edward Smart of India has recent- prize connected with and attached to
ly enrolled as a student.
He came this high calling.
" I press toward
here recommended by Eld. H. L.the mark for the prize," Paul says.
Smith.
The boy has a brother in And what is that prize?
We glean
the states that is thinking of coming from the context that it is the resurhere next year.
The prospects for rection from the dead; in other
students for the coming year is bet- words, it is an elect resurrection,
ter than it was a year ago.
'what the Scripture elsewhere calls,

March 11, 1918.
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the first resurrection.
The resurrection of the just, the resurrection
that shall take place when Jesus
comes for His saints that they mav
reign with Him over the millennial
earth.
It is the resurrection of
which Revelation 20 speaks.
Again, we see there is a certain
mark for this prize.
I shall ask you
to take your Bible and turn to PhiJ.
3 : 17-21, and there we have the
mark, which, to my mind, is heavenly mindedness and not earthly mindedness, and they who have it realize
a citizenship above, and are looking
for the Savior who is coming again
in power and great glory to bring His
reward with Him.
Dear one, have you this mark?
Are you thus pressing toward the
prize?
May I say that if you and
I have that mark we can always look
for 100% on our examination papers,
when the Great Teacher looks over
our lessons as we recite them in this
life and then beyond we will have
life everlasting.
Ah, is it worth
while to strive for it?
I think I can
hear all who read this article say
yes, from the depth of their heart,
and it is no less precious at this end.
I often feel so unworthy of the many
good things I receive from Him and
want to serve Him more and more as
the time is approaching that we will
soon see Him as He is, and know
even as we are known.
We notice that Paul is careful to
say, "Not as tho' I had already attained either were already perfect,
but I follow after if that I may apprehend that for which I am also ap
prehended of Christ Jesus." What does perfect mean ? Twice is it used in
this chapter, and in a different sense
each time.
In the Grecian athletic

9

games only men who were qualified
(or perfect in physical lines) could
participate. They were perfect men
in the sense that they were thus
qualified to run.
Here are ten men
who are qualified to run, let us say,
but only one of them will win the
race and the prize.
Now every
Christian is perfect in the first sense.
Paul was thus perfect because ho
was born again, saved by race, thru
faith, set apart for God.
But
in
the
other
sense
he
was
not, he had not already attained
the prize, but he was following after
if by any means he might attain it,
or, as h esays, "aprehend that for
which also I am apprehended of
Christ Jesus."
Apprehended!
A
policeman is going down the streoi".
and arrests a suspect; he apprehends
him, he lays hold of him to bring him
before the judge and to throw him
into jail; but praise God, Christ Jesus laid hold of Paul, and laid hold of
you and me to save us and give us a
hope of glory, and so we say with
Paul, "I follow after if that I might
seize that for which I have been seized upon," or in other words,'! want
to obtain that which Christ wants
me to have."
Note Paul's concentration of purpose.
This one thing I do. He was
a specialist in the things of Christ
and he is urging you and me to do
the same. "Let us therefore, as many
as are perfect be thus minded," etc..,
(Phil. 3: 15).
I hear some one say,
It is all well enough for Paul to have
that desire, that concentration of
mind and energy of purpose because
he saw something which I do not see.
Yes, but "If in anything ye be otherwise minded God shall reveal even
this unto you."

EVANGELICAL VISITOR
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May God lift up our eyes on high
today.
May our citizenship be in
heaven rather than on earth, (Phil.
3 : 20-21 R. V. ) . "Where your treasure is there will your heart be also."
Forget those things which are
behind and reach forth unto those
things which are before.
Dear ones press "toward the mark
for the prize of the high calling of
God in Christ Jesus."
Now a word to the unsaved, What
is your goal?
What are you striving for ? Worldly honor and applause ?
A h ! there is some thing better to
live for, and to attain unto even the
life hid away in God (Col. 3: 1-3 R.
V.).
A h ! if we are thus hid away
we have the all assuring promise of
appearing with Him in glory, hid away from the strife of tongues, from
the rush and turmoil of this world,
hid away from the snares of the evil
one, yes, praise His dear name, hid
away in Christ by God.
I thank
God for that hiding place in the Rock,
and may our motto for 1918 be that
of Paul's, in Phil. 3 : 14 and then we
shall have the blessed assurance of
the promise of Psa. 91: 1, 8-10, and
also Isa. 40: 31.
Are you, am I, hid
in Him?
Elizabethtown, Pa.
"HOW CAN THE SINNER ACCEPT
CHRIST?"
By

J.

S.

LEHMAN.

In this article I, shall use plain,
common language, like that of John
in his epistle, so that the meek and
humble can understand.
In the first place, it is necessary to
know in what relation the sinner
stands with God.
In relation to God man can stand
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only in that of saint or sinner at
peace or enmity, in His love or under
His wrath in the Spirit or in the flesh.
In one of these two conditions the
whole human race stands in its relation with God.
The first Man.
Adam was the first man that God
created on this earth, and after he
had transgressed and fallen under
the curse of God's holy law, he walked away from God and hid himself.
This makes it plain that the sinner
would never ask after God if God
would let him alone.
If the first
man after he had sinned walked away from God, and hid himself, so
all the rest have done, from Adam
down to now.
By nature we are all sinners (all
who have reached the years of accountability) and have a corrupt nature, and are possessed with the carnal mind, which is enmity against
God.
It is not subject to the law of
God neither indeed can be.
Now we plainly see that the sinner in the above condition cannot accept Christ because he is an enemy
to God.
Must be born again.
Let us see what Jesus says.
"Ye
(we) must be born again," before
we can see the kingdom of God. This
denotes that the sinner must be dead
in trespasses and sins and, therefore,
must first be made spiritually alive,
and have his spiritual eyes opened.
As Paul says in one of his epistles,
"Eye hath not seen nor ear heard,
nor hath entered into the heart of
man (natural man) the things which
God has prepared for those that love
him." I would advise the dear readers of the Visitor to carfeully read
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chapter 2, of I Cor.
In this chapter the meek and humble will understand " w h y " I ask this important
question, viz.
How can the sinner
accept Christ?
I thank God, thru
Jesus Christ my Lord, that there !•*
a righteous way, for the sinner to accept Christ, as you shall see further
in this article.
"For Judgment I Came into
this World."
Jesus says, "For judgment I came
into this world, that they which see
not might see, and that they which
see might be made blind."
The
Pharisees which heard these words
said, to Jesus "Are we blind also?
Jesus said unto them, If ye were
blind, ye should have no sin, but now
ye say, we see, therefore your sin
remaineth."
I presume the night that Nicodemus came to Jesus, if Jesus would
have said, Now, Nicodemus, if you
are willing to accept me as your
Christ, by having the material water
baptism administered to you, and
keep all the Jewish ordinances, and
ceremonies, why all will be right, He
sure would have understood such an
expression of Jesus at once, and
would not have had need to say,
"How can these things be?"
It 13
only too true, that we have in these
last, and dreadful days, many false
prophets, and teachers who say to
the sinner, You can accept Christ by
joining some ecclesiastical body and
comply with all the external observations and be a good Christian, and
never knew of being made a new
creature in Christ Jesus by the power of the Holy Spirit.
You see, dear
reader, it is the Spirit alone, that regenerates (maketh alive).
Jesus
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said, on one occasion, to the people,
Except ye eat my flesh, and drink my
blood, ye have no life in you.
In
reply the people said, How can this
man give us his flesh to eat and his
blood to drink? Jesus said, the flesh
profiteth nothing, it is the Spirit
that quickeneth (maketh alive). The
words that I speak, they are spirit
and they are life.
Due to Some Inherent Tendency.
A writer says that our mistakes
and sins are due to some inherent,
tendency in our individual characters, and that so long as this remains
unchanged our destiny will continue
unaltered.
"There is a time we know not
when,
A point we know not where,
That marks the destiny of men
To glory or despair."
Death, nor the grave, will change
the character of any one, the same
spirit that controled in life, will cling
to the soul in death, and will enter
with it into eternity.
Are ye risen with Christ?
Paul asks the Colossian brethren
this question, and admonished them
to seek those things which are above.
Now, the sinner in his corrupt nature could not do this; he must first
be risen with Christ, and be made a
good tree. Jesus said, a good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither can
a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit.
Either make the tree good and his
fruit good, or make the tree corrupt,
and his fruit corrupt.
These are
strong evidences to prove, that the
sinner cannot accept Christ until he
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is made a good tree by the power o f N E W S OF CHURCH ACTIVITY
the Holy Spirit.
in the
You see, dear reader, Jesus is our HOME A N D FOREIGN FIELDS
all sufficiency. He is our peace, who
===================
of God is made unto us wisdom.
MISSIONARY ADDRESSES.
righteousness, sanctification, and redemption.
Bish. H. P. and Grace Steigerwald, Eld.
H. J. and Emma Frey, Matopo Mission,
"Where Sin abounded, Grace did Bulawayo, S. Africa.
Much More Abound."
H. Frances Davidson, Sr. Sallie Doner,
, .
„ j;
Macha Mission, Choma, N. W. Rhodesia,
T
In conclusion will bring a tew more „ . . .
'
'
. .
, , i
., t t, S. Africa,
convincing facts to prove that the
W a l t e r 0 a n d A b b i e B w i n g e r , Miss
sinner is saved by grace and not of Hannah Baker, Miss Sadie Book, Miss
works, viz: It is by the Holy Spirit Cora Alvis, Mtshabezi Mission, Bulawayo,
that conviction is brought t o bear Private Bag, S. Rhodesia, S. Africa,
upon a sinner.
I t is b y the Holy . E l d - A - C ' Winger Box 5263 JohannesAfnca"
Spirit that that soul sees its awful b u r g ' T r a n s v a a 1 ' ^
condition before God.
I t is by the
'
„ . „ . ., ,, , , .
. j
Eld. H. L. and Katie Smith, Ruth Byer,
u.
Holy Spirit that he is arrested on his g a h a r s a ) B h o g a l p u r d i s t . ; ± &
Vn
course.
It is the Holy Spirit that
India.
enables him to confess his sins.
It D. E. and Lottie Rohrer, Effie Rohrer,
is the Holy Spirit that leads him out Anita and Gladys Zarger, Dauram Madhiin prayer f o r himself.
I t is th«3 Pura>
Bhagalpur, B. & W. Ry., India.
Holy Spirit that applies the blood of
F o l l o w i n g not under P. M. Board.
M r - a n d M r s - D - w - Zook, Adra, B. N.
Jesus to a soul, and it is by the Holy
Spirit that the believer calls Jesu* ^
^ and Sr Malinda Eyster Na.
'
The transformation o f a sinner
f r o m the lowest condition in sin to
the highest position in grace is all
done by the powerful agency o f the
Holy Spirit.
A sinner is saved by grace, through
faith, and not o f himself, it is the
g i f t of God, not of works lest any one
,
,,,
.
snoula boast.
Carlisle Pa
'
*
Lord

0 I am my Beloved s
And my Beloved's mine,
He brings a poor vile sinner
Into His house o f wine
1 stand upon His merit
•
.
, ,
T ,
I know no safer stand
Not e'en where glory dwelleth
In ImmanuePs land."

varre, Kans.
Mary E. Heisey, Clayton, Ohio, R. R. 1.
Lewis and Elizabeth Steckley, 211 E.
7th., St. Abilene, Kans.
1
a n d A l i c e Lehman, Hamlin, Kans.
OUR CITY MISSIONS.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., in
c h a r S e o f G e o - E - and Effie Whisler.
1 , C h i c a ^ 0 o M i s s J 0 ^ 6039 Halstead St., in
charge of Sarah Bert and Workers,
D e s M o i n e S ; I o w a > Mission, 1194 14th.
St., in charge of Bish. J. R. Zook & wife.
Jabbok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla., in
charge of E. N. and Adella Engle, R. 3.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., in
charge of W. H. and Susie Boyer.
San Francisco Mission, 3739-20th. St.,
i n charge of Sr. Lizzie Winger, Workers.
. Philadelphia Misson 3423 N. 2nd. St.,
in chrage of Eld. Wilbur Snider & wife.
Morrison, III., in
M t Carmel
Homej
charge of Sr. Katie Bollinger, and Harvey W. and Elizabeth Hoke.,
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ZION MISSION, CHAMBERSBURG.
We want to say with the Psalmist
"Bless the Lord 0 my soul, and all that
is within me, bless his holy name," forever and forever. Praise His name!
We thank all the dear ones who have
helped along in supporting the work
here. If we have missed any in our report we did not do it willingly. We forget sometimes, but we thank you all the
same. The Lord surely did help us thru
it all, Prase His holy name.
Our meetings are in the past. We
surely had a blessed time.
Bro. Myers
surely broke the word to us: we hope the
Lord will reward him for all he has done.
The people surely drank it in and many
were the convictions, but the trouble
was, it closed too soon for which we feel
sorry, but we pray the Lord will not let
them go yet. There were quite a number that started, and some that really
went thru and found peace. Others are
working that way.
Some are going to
join sister churches. If they would jast
get right with God and not so soon think
about church joining. Remember us in
your prayers.

collection box, $5.10.
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Total, $153.94.

EXPENSES.

Provisions, $23.98, coal and wood,
$37.44, light, $4.94, oil $2.65.
Total,
$69.00.
Balance on hand February 28, 1918,
$84.94.
OTHER DONATIONS.

S. H. Wengerd, Tulare, Cal., one box
rnisi/.s. Sr. Fanny Eurkholder Wenger, a
basket of meat and tallow, S. S. Burkholder, butter, apples, S. D. Wingerd.
fruit dried and canned, Sr. Abram Wengerd dried corn and butter, Sr. Samu»l
Sollenberger, canned fruit, Sr. John
Snoke, fruit, Sr. H. S. Wingert jelly,
fruit, Sr. Jesse Myers and Sr. Nannie
Musser, bread, M. Oberholser, chickens
S. H. Wenger, meat, corn meal. Henry
Lehman, milk.
A. 0. and Elizabeth Wenger.
BUFFALO MISSION.

"Grace and peace be multiplied unto
you through the knowledge of God and
of Jesus our Lord." May God's choicest
blessing rest upon all who have so kindly supplied our temporal need. A series
of evangelistic meetings was held here
beginning Jan. 10, closing Feb. 3. Bish.
J. N. Hoover labored with us during that
FINANCIAL.
time.
Weather conditions being very
Report for January and February, unfavorable the congregations were
1918.
Balance on hand December 31, 1917, small in numbers. Deep conviction was
seen upon the unsaved and some definite$71.94.
ly
sought the Lord. Believers were also
RECIBPTS.
aroused to reach for the higher attainBro. Alfred Rotz, $10; Bro. Norman
Wingerd, $2; Sr. Solomon Wingerd, $2; ments of the spiritual life. The definite
A sister, $1; Sr. Annie Wengerd, $1; a things done in these meetings have greatbrother, for wood, $5; Sr. S. D. Wingerd, ly encouraged our hearts. The Lord is
$2; Grandma Musser, $3; Bro. John Mus- faithful to meet His people whenever
ser, $5; Bro. Joe Musser, $2; a sister, $1; and wherever they meet the conditions
Sr. Israel Wingert, $1 Sr. Nannie Mus- of His word. Our hearts are much enser, $5; Bro. D. H. Wingerd, $1; Sr. S. couraged in the Lord. We are truly in
Sollenberger, $2; Sr. Bender $1; Sr. Mary dark and trying times. So few souls show
Maxam, $1; Sunday evening col., $25;
any hopeful signs of being saved. ConBro. Ben Musser, $5; Bro. Henry Burktinue
to pray for us and the work here
holder, $1; Sr. Elizabeth Wenger, $4;
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that we may be kept in God's will.
FINANCIAL.
Report for January 1918.
Carried over, $29.54.
RECEIPTS.

I. H. N., $3; John Winger, $1; Harvey
Lady, $5; I. H. N. $5; E. H. Carlyon, $2;
I. H. N. $2; Benjamin Winger, $1; Jesse
and Ella Lehman, $5; Fannie Heise, $5;
Bro. and Sr. Ehlers, $5.
EXPENDITURES.

Light, $1.54; gas, $2.10; pair blankets, $5; radiator valve and repairs, $5.95;
coal, $7.95; groceries, household, etc,
$24.70.
Balance on hand, $15.30.
Provisions were donated by the following named persons: D. V. Heise, Ella
Davis, Sr. Blake, Sr. Carver and Hagelmyer consisting of fruit, vegetables, butter meat, etc.
Yours for lost souls,
George E. and Effie Whisler.
WAINFLEET, ONT.
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proven very helpful.
An election was also held for deacon
in which Bro. Darius Sider was chosen.
We praise God for the work done and
will you pray with us that as we have
received we may freely give.
Cor.
NEW GUILFORD DIST., PA.
A series of meetings was held at the
Antrim M. H. beginning Nov. 18, 1917,
and continuing for two weeks, being
conducted by Eld. J. C. Dick who came in
fulness of the Spirit and declared the
word in its purity, seemingly no one took
it to heart as there were none to accept
the many invitations that were given.
We hope, however, it will be as bread
cast on the water, seen many days hence.
May the Lord abundantly bless our dear
brother for his labor: the meeting proved
an uplift to the brothers and sisters.
Then on Jan. 6, 1918 a continued
meeting was commenced at the New Guil
ford church which also continued two
weeks: Eld. Abner Martin accepted the
Macedonian call and gave us the unadulterated word in its purity for which we
feel to praise God especially as one precious soul surrendered to God during the
meeting, and another one since the meeting closed. May the good work go on.
Our brother cleared his skirts so the
blood will be required off the people's
hands.
May the Lord accompany OUT
dear brother into other fields of labor &s
the Lord may direct.

The meetings which began Feb. 3,
with Bish. J. N. Hoover of Ohio in
charge, closed, especially interesting,
Mar. 3. The brethren and sisters of tin's
place had been praying that conviction
might seize this community in an unusual way.
Prayer was answered and
we believe seed was sown that will
spring up and grow unto Eternal Life.
The first week several unsaved sought
God and bore a bright witness of a new
life within.
Some of these were parents with their children.
The followJ. D. Winger!
ing weeks others accepted Christ amongst whom were young men who had
CANTON, OHIO.
passed thru many revivals.
Others who
had forsaken God again sought Him and
On Dec. 9, Eld. Bert Sherk from Stebelievers saw greater privileges and vensville, Ont., began a series of meetsought the life more abundant. During ings at Valley Chapel, Canton, Ohio,
the day services were held which have which continued two weeks. On account
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of the extreme cold weather and much
snow the attendance was small the first
week, but the attendance and interest increased the last week; conviction was on
souls and our hearts were made sad to
see the meetings close so soon and these
precious souls not garnered in. Yet our
hearts are encouraged anew as we realize that the battle is the lord's and that
He knows no defeat.
Bless His Name.
Eld. Asa Climenhaga was with us the
last few days of the meetings and
preached for us several times.
Recently an aged sister was received
in church fellowship.
Will those who know the value of
prayer, especially remember this place
which is ripe unto harvest, at the throne
that these precious sheaves may be garnered in ere it is too late.
Correspondent.
MANOR, PA.
On Jan. 27 Bro. S. G. Engle started to
labor at the Manor church Lane. Co., Pa.
The weather conditions soon became unfavorable and the Brethren thot it wise
to close the meeting having only been in
progress a week.
The presence of the Lord was made
manifest among the saints but no sinners
seemed to see thir lost condition. Oh to
think for a moment the doom that is awaiting these who spurn God's grace, and
then, on the other side the pleasures that
are given the true child of God here in
this life and also the promises that are
on record for the Life to come for which
I praise His dear name.
Yours in His service,
John J. Heisey.
There is no other name given under
heaven or among men whereby we may
be saved.
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A REMINDER.
As the prayer of the Nottawa, Ont.,
church as yet has not been granted,
which we had hardly expected on account of the weather conditions during
the winter; and as we did not state how
long the call would hold good, we wish
to state that if any one has been impressed, or should the Lord lay the burden of
the work upon you, we extend the time
till June, Who is ready to say, "Here am
I, send me ?" Any one so impressed pleaso
correspond with, Chas. L. Baker, Batteau, Ont.

SYLVATUS, VIRGINIA.
Tonight as the glory of God fills my
soul through the faith that I have in
Christ Jesus our Lord I felt to write a
few lines to the Visitor, greeting the
Brethren with Gal. 3: 26-29. - I am thankful to say that we are in the best of
health and pressing on toward the prize
of our high calling in Christ Jesus.
Marie is away tonight with a woman
that is quite sick with the measles, but I
am sure that she will join with me in
sending these lines.
We have been
thankful that we could prove ourselves
of late by ministering to the needs of the
sick by helping care for them, get wood
for fires, etc. In some cases whole families have been in bed with the measles
within a short period of time. It surely
is a great blessing for us to be accorded
the opportunity of being the good Samaritan, even if it calls for, as I heard a
brother say once, "Doing some of the
dirty work," (scrubbing, etc.).
Whatever it is, it is joy when we think of it
being for Jesus. It makes me think one
day, after working hard all day, I wascalled to go get some wood for a family
with the only support, a boy about twen-
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ty, sick in bed.
It seemed so hard to
go at first, and I said that they should
have sent for me earlier, as it was about
dark then.
But I started off feeling
so tired in body, soon to be reminded
that it was for Jesus' sake that I was to
go; then I was rested immediately an-1
the Lord put a song of joy in my heart lo
sing as I went for the woods to get a
pole of wood.
Dear ones it is willing
service that brings us joy.
We ar-j
glad that we are here to shine for Jesus in any way that we can.
We feel encouraged to press the battle on for precious souls, knowing that
there are hungry perishing ones all a
round us. Please pray harder and hold
on to God interceding for our field, dear
brethren.
We feel and appreciate ths
prayers that you have given in our behalf, but do not cease; we need them
daily, and specially for our expected revival meetings. We are expecting someone with us within a few weeks to hold a
series of meetings for us, and we believe
that we will be blessed of God in this
undertaking. Please pray God to kindle
a irighty revival among these people. Oh
that the Holy Ghost may kindle a mighty
flame that the devil will never be able
to quench. The weather is getting much
better now so that people get out better,
and many seem anxious for our revival
meetings to begin.
People in general receive us well, but
many think that a religion based upon
holiness is a queer thing.
But thank
God there are some who belong to other
churches that say that they would like
such a religion for a possession. Praise
God, it is deep down in the well of salvation for every one that will seek it from
a pure heart.
I will relate a bit of a
conversation that I heard of a few days
ago between two professors in reference
to our religion. It seems in the conver-
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sation one party condemned us because
we talked so much about heavenly
things, saying that people should not
talk so much about these things; but tlw
other said, "I wish I had a religion like
they have, I wouldn't talk about anything else, I'd tell it to every one I met.-'
So you see there are those who are hungry for the old time religion that saves
from sin.
We praise God for the way He supplies
all our needs. We are thankful for the
dear brethren that remember the work
here.
And we wish to thank all the
dear ones that shared their old visitors
with us at our request. We believe they
will be a blessing in many homes. Wo
find that it is an excellent way to reach
many through reading matter.
We
were blessed in having a number of little
gospel books that we could lend to the
people which they have eagerly read. Oh
that we may reach some dear soul before
it is too late; for we believe Jesus will
soon take us all home to part no more.
Yours in the service of the Master,
Denny E. Jennings
To the dear readers of the Visitor:—
I just feel to add a little more with my
companion's letter to you all, if it is tho
Lord's will.
I have asked Him to help
me if it pleaseth Him for me to thus
write. Without Him I can do nothing.
Praise His Name.
Early this morning I returned from
spending all night by the sick bed of a
dear soul.
One of the other neighbors
went with me. We remained with the
sick one until about four thirty this
morning.
There had been a hard rain
storm and it was very dark. It seemed
we could hardly see ahead of us but
we came on thru the mud; finally in the
distance ahead of us we saw a light, up-
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on reaching the place of it we asked for
a light to light our path the rest of tho
way and received it.
How this trp
brings to mind the walk of life. Thru
the mud and stumbling places of sin we
went until we saw the light of the cross
far ahead of us. Upon reaching it we
asked and were given the Everlasting
Light.
Praise God. Matthew 7: 7. As
I arrived home I felt not only the need
of physical strengthening but spiritual
and looked to the Lord and He gave me
Psalm 37, with its precious promises and
ere I could finish asking of Him, Matthew 6: 8.
Last Sunday we were asked to have
meeting at Grassy Creek church three
miles from here. We walked both ways,
praise God for using us there and trust
souls were brought nearer Our Blessed
Master.
The attendance was fine, considering the amount of sickness about,
the attention was also fine and hearts
seemed touched, praise God. We arrived home in time for a few minutes rest
before the Sunday School children came.
Some of them are sick with the measles
and one little girl about six years old
who has been here every Sunday this
year and repeated her Golden Text each
Sunday from memory, cried because she
could not come.
Some of the children
have been trying to learn more of the
hymns at home during the week and
they are doing fine.
As my companion was going down the
River road recently some of the children
that live just across the river came out
on the porch and sang "Will There bs
any Stars in my Crown?" What a blessing to hear them.
One neighbor had been reading some
of the Visitors we gave out and she read
about some sister backsliding because
she was so far away from all the Brethren, how she left off the covering, etc.

I believe, but she said about like this,
•'You don't." Oh praise God, I dare not
take my eyes off of Jesus and look about
me; it is only His grace and help that
strengthens and keeps us up. It is absolutely nothing of ourselves. All praise
to His precious Name.
I must shorten this letter, my companion has already written and I do not
want to take up unnecessary space in the
Visitor for I am anxious to read what the
Lord is doing for others.
We truly
thank all who have helped us in sending
Visitors and also financially. The Lord
has so wonderfully supplied our every
need when we could, of ourselves, see no
way; but we trust Him.
Please pray,
that I may so keep low and humble at
the feet of Jesus and learn of Him that
souls will be saved and glory brought to
His Name. Trusting others will come an!
help us and looking forward to Jesus'
soon coming as I was glad to thus testify
of that joyous outlook, last night, I remain your unworthy sister, in the glad
service of Jesus.
Marie Jennings.
FROM AFRICA.
Dear Editor of E. Visitor:—
We send greetings to all the dear
reader of the Visitor.
Another year has gone by since we
wrote our last letter.
A year full of
tests, but also a Helper near to help in
every test.
God has been good to us
and given us many precious lessons for
which we thank Him.
We are still at Sikalongo, our chosen
site for a mission station, altho' not yet
fixed up with the governmnt for permanent location.
We have their consent
to remain there until June 1, 1918. We
are hoping in the meantime something
(Continued on page 24.)
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UNITED ZION'S CHILDREN D'P'M'T.
Editor:—Bish. H. G. Light.
A PRAYER BEFORE PREACHING.
Father of our souls, grant me a
true vision of the souls to whom I
am now to speak in Thy name, as
Thou dost value them, so let me value them.
As Thou dost love them,
so let me love them.
As Thou dosl
forgive them all their pettiness and
all their evil; and may I hold back
from them nothing that I possess of
Thy riches of grace. May they be willing to hear me as their brother, not
because I bring them a discovery of
my own, but a message from Thee.
Release me, 0 Lord, from all fear
as I speak Thy truth.
May the face
of man have no power to weaken the
accusation against sin, nor to check
the declaration of Thy changeless
moral law. May I forget the tongue
of criticism and think only of the
hungry heart as I speak of Thy
bounty.
May the bonds of self be
broken and Thy refreshing waters
find free access through the channels
of my being imperfect as those channels are.
In freedom from all fear
may I speak the truth that holds the
worlds together, supports the stars,
and guides the tides, yet stops at the
doors of the humble to comfort the
weary and the mourning.
Thou Living Word, consecrate to
me anew the mystery of spoken
thought.
May the joy of the right
word in the right place be mine in
this hour of preaching.
May bungling choice of phrases not be allowed
to darken or confuse the crystal glow
of Thy truth.
May no pride of
speech tempt me to decorate Thy

message with borrowed colors that
conceal rather than reveal its beauty.
May no word enter into the ears of
the people that, being misunderstood,
shall hinder the message itself. Grant
me the effective and compelling power of simplicity and the force of natural speech that come from Thy
boundless depths. May simple words
offer no foothold for shallow thought*
or surface feelings, but rather unfold
the deep mystery of the Christ.
Grant purity of heart, O Master,
as I feebly guide others to Thy purity.
Help me to cast off the lurking
evil desire or thought and to sp-jak
i-rr Tni-p as one who, tho' knowing
evil, hat, for this hour, been lifted by
Thee to a divine radiance.
Cleanse
me of all the wounds of my own battle against sin that I may declare
Thy healing unto the people; and
through me, imperfect, may they see
the All-Perfect Man, Christ Jesus,
and be purified by Him.
Rid me, 0 Lord, of all selfish ambition as I speak, may no lust of
power over the wills of men be consciously or unconsciously in my
heart.
But may the humble joy be
mine of delivering truly a message
which has first been delivered unto
me.
May I be, 0 Lord, a man of my
own times as I speak, knowing the
actual lives of the people and the life
of the world of to-day.
May I be a
man of eternity as I speak, that the
people may remember that the world
and its glory soon pass away,
And now, O Father of men, I commit myself and the people unto Thee
Unite my scattered self.
Temper
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every word and look and motion to
Thy purposes and may Thy word
freely spoken find free approach to
Thy children's hearts.
I am all unworthy to speak Thy matchless
worth, but such as I am I pray Thee
to use me as seemeth best to Thee;
and may the people all be drawn to
the Word who was in the beginning
with Thee, even Jesus Christ.
Amen.
Selected by the Editor.
OBITUARY.
EBERSOLE.—Annie Ebersole, wife of
Ephraim Ebersole near Elizabethtown,
Pa., died Feb. 27, 1918, aged 39 years,
3 months and 16 days. She was a faithful member of the U. Z. Children, church.
Conscious to the end, and shortly before
she passed away she called the family together to pray and then bade them goodbye and fell asleep in Jesus.
The funeral services were held in the Elizabethtown church, on the Sunday following and were very largely attended. Conducted by Bish. H. G. Light and Elder
John S. Brinser.
Burial in the cemetery south of Town.
JESUS WAS NO SLACKER.
The famous author, Harold Bell
Wright has written an article called
"The Sword of Jesus," for the American Magazine.
In this article he
says: "The command of Jesus that
we forgive men their trespasses cannot be sanely construed to mean that
we must permit men to continue trespassing.
Jesus was a man of peaco.
Yes.
But this does not necessarily
mean that He was a pacifist.
Between the peace-at-any-price man
an<| the peace-no-matter-what-it-costs
man there is a great gulf fixed. The
man who said "think not that I am
come to send peace on earth; I cam;
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not to send peace but a sword," was
certainly not a peace-at-any-price
man.
Jesus lived a man's life i 0 ~ t^e1!, placed a man's part u
the game of life and died a man'.'
death.
This man of Galilee was no
slacker.
From His cradle to His
cross, from Bethlehem to Calvary, he
was a man's man, a man of the people and for the people."
Dear Brethren and Sisters:—The
above was found in one of our daily
papers and ever since I read it I felt
led to give a few thoughts on it.
to the Visitor. How wonderful that
people can even take the words cf
our blessed Savior and use them 4 j
excuse their actions.
It is true mv
Jesus was no slacker.
If He would
have been He never would have suffered that cruel cross.
He said (for
He was God) "Thou shalt not kill."
When they drove those cruel nails
and took His precious life He did not
murmur but said "Father forgive
them, they know not what they do."
He did say "I came not to send peace,
but a sword," but He also said to
Peter at the Garden of Gethsemane,
when he drew his sword and cut of
the ear of the high-priest's servant,
"Put up again thy sword into his
place: for all they that take the
sword shall perish with the sword."
Again in Rev. 13: 10: "He that killeth with the sword must be killed
with the sword."
Jesus' coming into this world and bringing the gospel
was so contrary to man's expectations that they have not quite gotten
used to it yet.
He was the man
among men, but He was more, He
was divine also.
The above author
says. "He died a man's death."
f
say He did more than that He died
(Continued on page 29.)
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To Subscribers:—1, Our term* are
cash in advance.
2. When writing to hare your address changed, be sure to give both old
and new address.
3. The date on the printed label will
show to subscribers when their subscription expires.
4. If you do not receive the Visitor
within ten days from date of issue writs
us at once and we will send the number called for.
To the Poor—who are unable to pay
—we send the paper free on the recommendation of others or upon their individual requests.
Individual requests
must be renewed every six months as a
matter of good faith.
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side of the paper only. Write all business letters on separate sheets.
2. Communications without the authors name will receive no recognition.
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should be sent to the Editor at least ten
days before date of issue.
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MARRIAGESHESS—HOOVER.—On Feb. 21, 1918,
at the home of the bride's parents Bro.
and Sr. J. S. Hoover, of Moonlight, Kansas, there occurred the marriage of their
daughter sister Anna Mabel, to Bro. Ira
Hess, son of Bro. and Sr. Edward Hess, of
Chambersburg, Penna., Bish. M. G. Engle
officiating.

OBITUARIES.
HEINTZELMAN.—Bro. Amos Heintzelman of Chambersburg, Pa., died Jan. 28,
1918, aged 76 years, 2 months and 14
days.
He was a member of the Brethren in Christ church. He is survived by
his wife and four children.
Funeral
services conducted by the home brethren,
were held at the home in Chambersburg,
Pa. Interment at Stoufferstown, Pa.

BRANTHAVER.—Sister Susan Branthaver, widow of the late Bro. Martin
Branthaver, died at her home in Guilford
dist., Franklin Co., Pa., Feb. 23, 1918.
She united with the Brethren in Christ
"GRANTHAM, PA., MARCH 11, 1918.
some fifty years ago and proved a mother
in Israel. We keenly feel our loss, but
NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF THE our loss is her eternal gain.
Services
were conducted at the home by Bish. J.
TREASURERS OF THE DIFFERENT
Funk and at the New Guilford church
BOARDS.
by Bishops M. H. Oberholser and J. D.
Foreign Missions:—S. G. Engle 4014 Wingert. Interment in adjoining cemeSpring Garden, Philadelphia, Pa.
tery.
Home Missions:—D. R. Eyster, Thomas,
Okla.
KLIPPERT.—Bro. Wm. Klippert died
Beneficiary and poor:—H. 0. Musser,
Feb. 16, 1918, aged 77 years and 7
Elizabethtown, R. R. 3, Pa.
months. He had been suffering from paExecutive Board:—Amos Wolgemuth,
ralysis, not being able to speak for aMt. Joy, Pa.
bout six years.
He contracted pneuPLEASE TAKE NOTICE
monia but two days before his death. He
had been a member of the Tunkard
that the editor of the VISITOR has his church for a number of years, being callhome in Harrisburg, Pa., and that all
correspondence, whether it has to io ed to the ministry some forty years ago
with subscriptions, renewals or new, in which he faithfully discharged his
and all contributions for the VISITOR duty, and though the Lord has called him
pages should alwavs be addressed to the home he yet speaketh. He leaves to mourn
the editor, Geo. Detwiler, 1175 Bailey his wife (Eilzabeth Rupert) six daughters and many friends.
St., Harrisburg, Pa.
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LONG.— Eva F., daughter of Bro.
William H. and Katie Long, died at their
residence at Lansdale, Pa., after an illness dating since last May, though she
had been able to be about at times during that period, on February 14, 1918.
During her sickness she had a desire, and
yielded to her conviction, as was revealed to her, and we trust it was granted to
her.
Funeral services were held on
the 18th., at the house with further services at the Zion Mennonite church,
Souderton, of which congregation she
became a member during her late illness.
Conducted by her pastor, Reed F. Landi3
and Elder E. C. Rosenberger. Text Luke
2: 29-30.
Interment in Hillside cemetery.
BAKER.— Sister Katie Baker, relict
of the late Benjamn Baker, who preceded her to the beyond on March 17, 1904,
aged 78 years and 11 months, died March
8, 1918. Death incidental to old age.
Sister Baker was a life-long member of
the congregation that worships near
Stevensville, Ont., and was one of the old
land-marks of the faith of our church.
She died in the full faith which she kept
from the beginning.
She leaves as
mourners, three brothers and three sisters, nine children, thirty-four grandchildren, and twenty-four great grand
children. Funeral was held on Sabbath
afternoon at Ridgeway, Ont., from the
home of her daughter, Mrs. Everet where
she died, to the Free Methodist church
for service, conducted by Eld. Girvin
Bearss. Subject, "Blessedness in death.,
and rest hereafter" from Rev. 14: 13. Interment in Ridgeway cemetery.
BURKHART.—Mary Burkhart of Mowersville, Pa., was born, Feb. 15, 1837,
died, Feb. 8, 1918, aged 80 years, 11
months and 23 days.
She was the
second wife of Elder Joseph Burkhart,
deceased of Mowersville, Pa. For a number of years she had her home with her
son-in-law, Elder S. Z. Bert. She seems
to have passed out of her tabernacle Of
clay alone, as she was found in her bed
cold in death in the morning. Funeral
was held on Monday the 11th.
Inter-
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ment at Salem church. These children,
all of first husband, survive. Jacob Sollenberger of near Chambersburg, Mrs.
Jacob Sollenberger, Culbertson, Mrs.
John A. Wiles, Duffield, Pa., Mrs. Samuel
Z. Bert, Mowersville, and Mrs. J. Andrew
Wingerd, also nineteen grand children
and ten great grand children. Funeral
services were conducted by Bishop M. H.
Oberholser, and Elds. Wenger and Wm.
M. Asper. Services were held in Salem
church.
Text Mark 14: 8 (first clause,
also Luke 10: 42.
WORMAN.—Sister Sallie H. (nee Stover) wife of Pierson H. Worman of Souderton, Pa., died after a brief illness,, plura
pneumonia, on February 21, 1918, aged
45 years, 6 months and 4 days. She suffered with rheumatism for some time,, but
bore it all in Christian fortitude. She
was converted and united with the
church of her choice, namely the Brethren in Christ, and was interested in the
Sunday School as she was a consecrated teacher, having the burden of her
young scholars, at heart.
In her we
lose a faithful member, but our loss may
be her eternal gain.
This union was
blessed with nine children of which four
sons preceded her in death. She leaves
her husband and the following children
brother Omar G., Elwood, Esther, Stanley
and Daniel, her aged mother, two brothers and one sister, sister Amelia, wife of
Bro. John L. Hunsberger.
Funeral services were held on the 26th.,—brief
services at the house, followed by services at the Souderton meeting house
which were largely attended and conducted by Bish. J. K. Bowers and Eld.
H. B. Stout. Text Rev. 7: 13-14.
Interment in Hillside cemetery in Souderton.
HOKE.—Anna M. Hocker Hoke, daughter of Adam and Anna Hocker, was born
June 28, 1865, and departed this life
Jan. 30, 1918, aged 52 years, 7 months
and 2 days.
She was united in marriage to Bro. Levi S. Hoke, Sept. 18,
1884.
To this union were born six
children, two sons and four daughters.
The two younger, Letitia and Alice, pre-
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ceded her to the great beyond in 1911
at the ages of 13 and 11. The deceased accepted Christ as her personal Savior while young and united with the
Brethren in Christ church in 1885. As
a wife and mother she was faithful in
her home being concerned for her loved
ones. In 1916 she chose to affiliate herself with the Church of the Brethren. A
sudden attack of pneumonia proved fatal
when the death messenger called her
from her home at Englewood, Ohio on
Jan. 30.
She leaves to mourn her departure, a loving husband, four children,
—Ambrose, Albert, Mrs. Mazie Thomas,
and Mrs. Elsie Rohrer, ten grandchildren, one brother, Benjamin Hocker of
Durango, Colo., two sisters, Mrs Ella Et
ter and Mrs. Katie Bentz of Montgomery
Co., Ohio, and a large circle of relatives
and friends. Funeral services were held
at Fairview church, Sun. Feb. 3, conducted by Bev. John Fidler of the Church
of the Brethren and Eld. M. L. Dohner.
Text, Matt. 24: 44,—"Be ye also ready."
Interment in adjoining cemetery.
MARTIN.—Sister Cardilla Martin, widow of the late Bishop Aaron Martin,
Elizabethtown, Pa., was born June 5,
1842, died Feb. 22, 1918, aged 75 years,
8 months and 1 day.
She was the
daughter of Abram and Fannie Heisey;
married Bro. Martin in 1861.
To this
union were born seven sons and two
daughters: the oldest son Abram, died in
1864.
There were no deaths in this
family for 50 years until Bro. Martin
died June 18, 1914. Since then in less
then four years seven deaths have occurred in this immediate family.
Sister
Martin was a faithful member of the
Brethren in Christ church for many
years.
The following children survive.
Annie, Ezra, Amos, David, Emma Hershey, Aaron, Irvin and John, all of Elizabethtown, Pa., also fourteen grand children. Funeral services were held in the
Elizabethtown church. Feb. 26, 1918, conducted by Elder Abram Z. Hess, Bish. L.
0. Musser and Bish. H. B. Hoffer. Text
II Cor. 5: 1.
The following poem was
read at the funeral.
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The smiles that made your life so
bright,
In childhood's fair and sunny day,
May lose their sweet and joyous light
Ere many years have flown away;
Her fond caress, her words so dear,
That greeted you each night and mora.
In vain soon you will seek them hero
You'll miss your mother when she's
gone.
Oh, shield her with your kindest love,
And never slight her on life's way,
For like an angel from above,
She shielded you in childhood day:
Tho' other joys may claim you now,
Oh, let her not in sorrow morn,
But smooth the wrinkles from her
brow,
You'll miss your mother when she's
gone.
She watched above your cradle bed,
And taught you childhood's little
prayer;
Oh, never from her side be led,
In age she needs vour loving care;
But one sweet mother heaven gives,
And soon from earth she may be borne,
Protect and love her while she lives.
You'll miss your mother when she's
gone.
IN MEMORIAM OF
SR. LYDIA

WILLIAMS

We feel that her spirit still lingers,
Around us who loved her so true,
And fond memories always will cherish,
That time we'll forever renew.
We think of her in silence
No eye may see us weep,
But treasured in our inmost heart,
Your memory we will keep.
Though your loving voice is silent,
And your heart has ceased to beat,
Yet we miss your well known footsteps,
And the face we used to greet.
You were a loving mother,
A pal both kind and true,

March 11, 1918.
A better friend never lived,
Your equals were but few.
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AT THE $1.25 RATE.

V. L. Stump, H. G. Wolgemuth, Alice
Frey, Alfred Brillinger, Mary A. Maust,
No one knows how much we miss her, Catherine Lehman, Daniel W. Wenger,
Some may think the wound is healed, Albert Rettew, Ezra
H. Martin,
But they little know the sorrow,
Amanda
Zearger,
Sadie
Hassler,
That's within our hearts concealed.
D. B. Harley, Mary S. Heisey, Mrs. Peter
—Selected. Lehman, D. R Eyster, Ephraim G. Shearer, Matilda Shelly, Eli Ginder, A. J. MilSadly missed by the Williams family, ler, D. A. Myers, A. B. Sollenberger, RusGloucester St., Toronto, Ont
sel Wiliams, A. Williams, Mrs. R. C. Ogden, Mrs. C. Eshelman, Isaiah Book,
Helen F. Brown, Mrs. J. U. Snavely,
LOVE FEASTS.
Henry D. Books, 0. U. Herr, Mrs. Geo.
PENNSYLVANIA.
Rogers, A. K. Landis, Mrs. W. J. RosenMastersonvlle,
May 7, 3 berry, W. S. Eshelman, Mrs. J.ft.Rote.
Cross Roads,
May 9, 10
AT THE 91.50 RATE.
Air Hill,
May 23, 24
Fairland,
May 28, 29
Max Mahler, V. M. Basick, J. H. Shenk,
Mechanicsburg,
May 29, 30 Jacob Hershey, Watson Romberger,
Henry Peters, John Showers, H. B. BurkOHIO.
holder, J. D. Keefer, D. H. Martin, Leah
Richland and Ashland, Pleasant Grove
Peters, B. L. Musser, Sarah HackenbergM. H.,
June 1, 2 er.
Wayne Co., Paradise, M. H. beginning
MISCELLANEOUS.
10 A. M., June 8, 9.
Mrs.
Florence
Wert, $2; Myron Taylor,
Stark Co., dist., Valley Chap., June 15, 16
$5 benevolent, Chas. Baker, $ .50 beneThese Ohio love feasts extend a hearty volent.
invitation to conference attendants from
NOTE:—A mistake was made in our
the east to stop off and enjoy these sealast list in that Bro. F. Elliott was put in
sons.
the $2.00 list.
Should have been in
OKLAH.OHA,
the $1.25 list.
Leedy,
April 27, 28
Bethany near Thomas,
May 4, 5
MT. ROCK, PA.
All of the love feast announcements
Special meetngs were held at the Mt.
carry with themselves a cordial invitation to all to attend.
Rock M. H. N. Franklin, Pa., dist., for
two weeks beginning Feb. 17, being conducted by Eld. Clayton Engle of HumSUBSCRIPTION CREDITS.
melstown, Pa.
The attendance was
fairly good and enjoyed by many. The
PROM FEBRUARY 28 TO MARCH 12.
AT THE DOLLAR RATE.
afternoon meetings, held in the differJoseph Horner, M. M. Haines, J. W. ent homes of the community, were quite
Bert, Anna C. Schaeffer, John E. Hershey inspiring.
The brother delivered the
Sadie Engle, J. M. Zook, Harriet Rettew, messages with no uncertain sound. Three
Rosa Pendleton, Mrs A. L. Hullinger, took a public stand and made a start for
Noah Myers, Harriet Moist, Mrs. J. A.
Eshelman, Daisy Miller, C. L. Null, Eliz- the kingdom, and one made a start at
May God graciously lead and
abeth Loudenslager, Mrs. S. Guibeanies, home.
Mrs. E. G. Murray, J. L. Charles, Mrs. E. keep all in the way everlasting. May
Bulgrien, Jennie Jones, Bertha Moore, Bro. Engle be richly rewarded for his
Mrs. Wm. Gross, J. A. Climenhaga, Carrie labors.
»
V. Alyea.
D. H. Wenger.
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lion visited a village in another direction, leaped into the narrow enclosure
can be arranged for so the work can be about the hut of one of the converts. He
continued in that district. We ask all tried to spear him thru the openings in
to join us in prayer that God will keen the hut.
The lion leaped out and imthe door open.
mediately sprang to a hut nearby,
The people are having the Gospel breaking open a weak place in the enpreached to them, and about eighteen closure, killing four or five sheep and
men, boys and one woman want to for- goats scattering the flock. One of our
sake their sins and accept Jesus as their sheep got into the flock the day before,
Savior. They all need much teaching and and was also a victim.
From the wothe majority attend the class for instruc- men we learnd the lion had first been
tion regularly.
A small school was o- to their village, tried to get in at their
pened in October. We have five board- door; they began to sing hymns "perhaps
ers.
Jehovah would protect them." "Yes,
This is a large and needy field; the peo- Jesus loves me" was one of the hymns
ple are generally poor and shiftless. they sang. From both villages they gave
Famine is almost a yearly experience in God the glory for saving them from the
some parts.
Their huts are often un- lion.
plastered and many do not have blankets
At the present time, the children and I
In order to keep warm they sit and sleep are at Macha Mission. We arrived the
close to the fire, and the resu't is many 14th., to spend the holiday season. On
are burned. A few very bad cases have account of the quarantine on cattle, we
come to us for treatment.
do not have a team of oxen.
We had
On account of their poor huts fre- borrowed a light cart which was drawn
quently we hear of someone becoming a by our boys and men. We have about
prey for lions.
24 miles to Choma. Our team was light
It may be of interest to some of the and the road heavy—a hard trip for the
readers if I relate a late experience of boys, husband helped them much of tha
the visit of a lion to our neighborhood. way and I walked. Sister Davidson met
We are close to a range of hills; game is us about four miles east of Choma, just
rather plentiful and lions frequently pass as a shower of rain began to fall. We
thru the hills, and any other place, !a were very glad to get into her covered
search of prey. One evening as we were spring wagon.
reading our mail, our boys and hired
We had much rain day before we left
young men came rushing to our quarters home: were delayed by a shower on the
havng heard a lion not far off. Hus- way.
Had a very heavy shower day
band took the rifle and lantern accom- after we were with sister Davidson. We
panied by the two older boys and went never were in so much rain before while
back to the boy's ouarters. They heard travelling, since in Africa.
At two
nothing more of the lion, so the boys all places we had to wait until the water
returned and went to bed.
About the had gone down. The last place we resame time they heard women singing mained with a farmer, pitching our tent
hymns in a village over a mile away. We near their yard for the night, hoping we
hung the lantern before our tent and could cross the drift in the morning.
retired.
Next morning we learned the
We even then had some difficulty in the
PROM
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FBOM INDIA.
drift, but 'twas the cause of the driver
rather than the water of which there
Saharsa, Nov. 10, 1917
still was plenty. All along the way we
To
the
dear
readers
of the Visitor:—
found much to be thankful for.
Some
Greetings
in
Jesus.
It has been a
clothing and blankets got damp, but we
very
long
time
since
last
I had a talk
had others with us which were dry. We
with
you
thru
the
columns
of the Visihave all kept well thru it all.
tor. Then we were in the midst of the
Last week, the 19th., the schools had
rains and of hard work. Now the raina
their closing exercises here.
Five of
have gone far away to the east, and in
the out-schools were present, the sixth
their place comes the regular morning
could not cross the river.
We rejoiced
"dews and damps" and the reviving
to see what God has done in this district.
western breezes.
We are now on the
Nearly all recited scripture verses, each
verge of the very finest part of the year.
out-school singing one or two songs. The
The days are indeed shorter, but the
home school had a nice and varied proweather is clear and bracing. Twittergram.
ing songsters make resonant the clear
Another Christmas is past: 680 people sky and the wooded plains, while the
were present at the service.
To many odor of growing and ripening grains
the little cup of salt had a stronger at- make redolent the scented zephyrs. Not
traction than the simple and sweet Gos- so very many weeks ago, our dark-skinpel messages appropriate for the day ned neighbors were all predicting faHowever we hope the message will help mine and starvation.
Now there is a
many to Christ.
satisfied look in the faces of most of the
God has answered prayer in behalf of farming classes because the outlook is
one who strayed away from the foil. good for a splendid yield of grain and
Thru all his waywardness the principles fruit. As the harvest draws nearer the
of the gospel were not wholly thrown
days will also grow cooler and shorter
side.
His wife is not well and he has and more bracing.
Even the lazy nabeen urged to take another. He has made tive will step off his weary miles to and
confession of his sins and seems in earn- from the distant Court House (They are
est to get right with God.
always engaged in legal procedures) with
We could make mention of others more vivacity, and their laughter will be
whom we look upon as marvels of the more often heard interspersed in the
saving power of God tho' not perfect in droning monotonous sounds of the averworks yet their hearts are rejoicing in age day.
the love of God.
But we have greater cause for rejoicWe are having much rain, and some ing than in the increasing pleasantness
gardens near the river have suffered, be- of Nature.
God in His goodness has
ing flooded. But still there are many brought back to full happy health my
which are very promising. God is good dear wife known to you all to have been
to us all, the unjust sharing the blessing greviously ill for more than a year. Your
of rain and sunshine with the Just.
prayers, the mountain atmosphere, kind
Continue to prav for us that the will ministering friends and the goodness of
our Heavenly Father have all conspired
of God be done at Sikalongo.
Adda E. Taylor. to snatch her from threatened death an.l
Choma, N. W . Rho., So. A f r i c a
restore her to her wanted health. God
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has been good, so that we can scarcely and Sr. Rohrer will move into the Bungfind words for utterance.
Sr. Smith is alo and propogate the religious work of
again able to be back at her usual work, that place.
Just now we are all putting forth speThis arrangement leaves Sr. Effie Rohcial efforts to complete our new house rer alone at Madhepura to care for the
and we expect long ere this reaches you work.
We are praying that the Lord
to have been safely and snugly housed in will soon send forth to her help and ours,
our new home. The building is spacious others of His chosen ones.
We pray
and it will be awaiting the arrival of the that any of you dear readers who may
New Workers who are yet in America know the call of God for India, will not
preparing to come out.
The building any longer tarry, but come at once to
will be ready to shelter them when they our assistance.
Keep it well in mind
come.
It will be much harder to com- that there can be no such word as TOO
plete it within the first estimated cost MANY MISSIONARIES for this part of
because the price of paint and glass and India.
hire has gone up so high in the last year.
S r i B y e r i s hard pressed with her daily
However we will do our best with other ministrations to the large number of
things and keep down the expense in so s i e k folk w h 0 come here for help. But
far as possible.
a s w e h a v e s o often told you, her work is
Sometime ago our Missionary neigh- sadly hampered because no funds have
bors to the North of us decided to leave come to carry on this phase of Mission
and go farther south to work. This left Work. Our readers are probably not all
their Field unoccupied and uncared for. aware of the fact that since the Medical
About fifteen Christians representing Work is considered as a special phase of
several denominations were left uncared work it must be and can be carried on
for thus endangering their relapse into only by Special Offerings designated for
Hinduism or Catholicism.
We felt led Medical Work. Will the dear ones keep
of the Lord to accept the offer to take this in mind in their offerings.
This
over the District.
This necessitated leads me also to speak to you about getpurchasing about $500.00 worth of pro- ting the Gospel into the hands and ears
perty. Our Foreign Mission Board very of the people by means of Native Workkindly consented to the proposal.
So ers.
This is a much needed phase of
now Bro. and Sr. Rohrer are in this new propoganda used by all Mission Bodies
Field stationed at Supaul. In this place in all parts of the World.
Gospel porthere are no proper living quarters; bat tions are sold at less than cost rates,
buildings for temporary purposes are Meetings are held in the round about
there. East of Supaul town 17 miles is villages daily and instruction is given to
a Bungalo built by another Missionary Inquirers wherever they are found. But
some years ago.
This building is now our Native Christian Brethren who helo
for sale at a cheap price and when re- us in this work are in need of help fipaired it will be a very presentable Mis- nancially.
Some have families to care
sion House.
It has the added advant- for and are very poor.
We need a reage to being within one half mile of the gular supply of Funds to keep this phase
fifteen Christians formerly mentioned, of the Evangelistic work going. Agaia
We are arranging to purchase this build- I desire to remind my readers that this
ing and land (six acres) and then Bro. Work is not carried on by Funds from
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the Mission Treasury, but must be con- friend and brother and spread them out
sidred as Special and must be met by before the Lord in prayer, and then do
Special Offerings designated for Evange- your share in helping us to meet this
listic Work.
We are sorry to report need?
We believe fully in our hearts
that this Fund is not only empty but that that you will help us more than ever beit has run into debt. I am sure you do fore in this more than ever needy work.
not desire this state of affairs to conBelieving yon will do your part well,
tinue, for I know only too well the love and now already thanking God and you
of your hearts for this much needed for the expected response, and praying
Work. We have at present three Work- that we may in turn meet your highest
ers who give all their time for village expectations.
and bazaar preaching, and soon we hope
Your brother and co-laborer,
to have three more. So we look to you
H. L. Smith.
and our Lord to come speedily to our
rescue.
We desire to state thru the
columns of the Visitor that our dear ForDauram Madhipura.
eign Mission Board has stood by us nobly To the Visitor family:—
thus far and we want to prove ourselves
"Come, ye blessed of my Father, inworthy of further confidences on their herit the kingdom prepared for yon from
part.
the foundation of the world:
It will be of great interest to some of
For I was an hungered, and ye gave
yon to hear that Pleasant Hill, Ohio S. me meat.
I was thirsty, and ye gave
S. sometime ago sent us an offering of me drink: I was a stranger, and ye took
$26.00 for or toward a tent.
The tent me in:
will cost about $110.00 and the remaindNaked, and ye clothed me: I was sick,
er is being paid for out of private funds and ye visited me: I was in prison, and
received from another source.
This ye came unto me." (Matt. 25: 34-36).
tent will be used for Touring purposes
At this writing I've just, gotten up
by us this winter season and in the cool from being in bed some over a week with
seasons from year to year. We are still fever. The fever is still in my system,
in need of a pair of oxen, cart and money but I am able to be about. While I was
for their upkeep. Then we shall be able in bed I was up at Supaul at my brothto go about easily and readily in our er's station.
I came back, to Madhipreaching work.
Well dear ones I do pura yesterday, and in the evening I
not wish to weary you with many money went to the nearby village to get some
matters, but for your clearer understand- men to carry some baggage from the staing of our need bear with me while I tion to the bungalow but could get no
state our needs for Medical Work, Evan- one there as they said they were all
gelistic Work and Touring Work.
sick. No one can go. And indeed it is
For six Workers for one year we re- the truth. The sickness and deaths are
quire about $400.00.
really appalling. Some time ago I heard
For Medical Work at Saharsa for one some one moaning and crying in my
back yard.
My first thought was that
year about $200.00.
some
one
must
be getting a beating or
For Touring purposes and oxen and
in
some
way
was
being badly hurt, so I
eart upkeep about, $150.00.
went
to
see
what
the trouble was about
Will you not take these Petitions of a
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I found a boy sitting on the ground and
upon asking what the matter was, he got
up and moved on toward home still crying.
He was so sick he didn't know
what to do.
Soon after returning home a young
man from the near-by village came to my
door, and at once I recognized that he
had been very ill. Yes, he said he had
been ill but was better again. Then he
began to cry and said while I was gone
his two sisters died.
Today I heard
another sister and brother of his have
died.
So that makes four out of one
family and the father also looks as
though he was nearing eternity.
The fever has gripped whole villages
thru this section. None escape. Scarce
ly any one left to wait on the sick. Manj
are dying because of the lack of care and
comfortable homes.
Probably the latter is partly the cause of my sickness as
this house is really ready to be deserted,
but I am still keeping in it. The walls
are full of snake and rat holes: the grass
on the roof is rotting and the floor is
very damp.
Yesterday upon arriving home I found
my house in a very uninviting state and
the boys whom I left in charge of the
house sick with fever.
But the word3
of the poet, "When the days are darkest
that's the time to shine" kept cheering
me all day.
My cook house was partly blown down
during the last hard shower of rain
which we had, so in the midst of building a temporary new one I took sick, so
now my cooking is being done out in
the open, parts of the old cook house
walls still standing afford a little protection.
At present the work here is running at
a very low ebb as Bro. Samuel (native
preacher) is also having fever and has
gone to the Saharsa station to recuper-
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ate.
However I am not discouraged
The other week a letter was received
from the first convert at this place, stating that he was in great trouble.
At
the time he was taken away from Madhipura by his people his testament and
other religious papers were burned. So
he has nothing to read.
Three weeks ago the Sub. Police inspector came to the Sunday evening service and at the close of the meeting when
prayer was offered, he knelt with me in
prayer.
He has been suffering several
months with tape worm, and that evening
he told me he committed his case to the
Lord.
He afterwards went out to Bro.
Samuel who was ill in bed and prayed
with him.
Others are also desirous to come to the
mission but are kept away by their relatives.
Pray for these that they may
step out from among their people and
fearlessly take a stand for the Lord. Also pray for the one that is in great
trouble and lonely.
Some time ago four little tots three
and five years old came to my veranda
and asked for some rice to buy meti
(sweets).
I told them I was not buying meti. Why should I give pice for
meti?
"But, Miss Sahiba," they said,
"bhuk lagale" which means "we are hungry." So I gave them something to eat
and they ate it in such a manner as if
to desire to prove to me that they were
really hungry.
Occasionally the people ask me if I
am going to leave Madhipura.
They
seem to have a fear that I am going to
leave the work here and go else-where,
and they don't want that.
These people seem to be possessed with fear, and
is it a wonder that it is so? No! not at
all for they have not Christ in their
hearts,, the one that drives away all
fear.
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They are talking much these days about dine (the female ghost) which they
believe to be in the person of old women
as well as spirits, and are the cause of
sickness and death among the children.
Two old women in near by villages (one
a dear old friend of mine) are singled
out to be ghost possessed. Attempts are
made to get rid of these supposedly
ghost possessed women.
One day last month two men from a
village fourteen miles distant came here
and asked for some books that would
work charms.
They said some one had
stolen some books of theirs so now they
wanted such a book, that would work
charms in order to get revenge on their
enemy. A little talk was given them as
to how they should pray for their enemies instead of taking revenge.
They
answered with astonishment, "This is i
new thing: we have never heard to pray
for our enemies but to bring revenge
in some way."
Now as I bring this letter to a close I
yet want to say, there is need of money
for a new bungalow. Who will give of
their plenty so the work be not hindered?
And yet in conclusion begging a deep
interest in your prayers for the salvation of India's people.
Your sister in Christ,
Effie Rohrer
JESUS WAS NO SLACKER.
(Concluded from page 19.)
a Redeemer's death.
The very fact
that He did die and spilled His precious blood is what was needed to
bring us back to God. His blood was
the price needed to pay our, debt to
redeem us and we are not our own.
we are bought and paid for, by the
precious blood of Jesus.
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"He is not slack concerning His
promises as some men count slackness." He was no slacker.
He was
no fighter either.
After we accept
our substitute and are adopted into
the family of God, these bodies of
ours, we are told, become the temple?
of the living God, to be used in His
service for the purpose of bringing
the light to those who are still living
in the darkness of sin.
Jesus gave
His precious life that we might be
saved.
Can we then take the body
that He wants to dwell in and give it
in the warfare with carnal weapons?
No never.
We are indeed not our
own. Our whole body, soul and spirit
belong to Him who is our life.
May we all be true to Him who has
promised "I will come again and receive you unto myself, that where I
am there ye may be also."
Thank
God, then there will be no more wars,
no more heart aches, nor partings,
for we shall spend a long and neverending eternity with the Blessed One
who was no slacker but went bravely
to His death on the Cross for us.
Praise His holy name!
He lives
for evermore.
Sister Leida M. Wise.
Lancaster, Pa.
A SISTER'S LETTER.
To the readers of the Visitor, greeting
in the precious name of Jesus. I havq
often been impressed to write although
an unworthy one, and now by God's help
I will attempt to write, for without Hi:a
we can do nothing. In Him we live and
move and have our being.
This evening it is my determination to do the
whole will of God.
As a hymn says,
"For without Him I cannot live, and
without Him I dare not die."
Oh when
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we think of the dark days we are in it
surely means to be ready.
Sorrow is
coming in on every hand, but in Luke
21: 28 we read that when we see these
things come to pass then we are to look
up for our redemption draweth nigh.
I am glad for a full and free Salvation
which we can have without money or
price.
I know of a time in my Christian life when I did not know what salvation meant; but, thanks be to God, I
know it now. Here the scripture often
presents itself to me, if we lack wisdom
we shall ask of Him who giveth to ail
men liberally, and surely I often need
come to Him in prayer so as to understand His will concerning me, and I
have this trust and confidence that what
He has promised He will do. I cannot
praise Him enough for what He has been
to us. Surely goodness and mercy has
followed us all the days of our lives. Oh
how much we owe to Him! All that we
have and are belongs to the Lord. We
read in God's word that we are to honor
the Lord with our substance Pro. 3: 9).
How shall we do this? By giving where
it is needed. God loveth a cheerful giver. And in how many places there are
needy ones whom we can help.
Christ said, Freely ye have received,
freely give.
We brought nothing into
this world and we can take nothing out.
In Col. 2: 6, , we read, "As ye have therefore received Christ Jesus the Lord, so
walk ye in him, rooted and built up in
him: and stablished in the faith as ye
have been taught, abounding therein
with thanksgiving."
Where have we
found Him? In the pomp of the world?
No, down in humility with a broken
heart and a contrite spirit: there is
where we find him today. I often think
if our young people could see into the
church of twenty years ago, they would
wonder if we are in the same church
yet. Oh how careful we should be when
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the word of God is taught that we take
the right essence out of it. We surely
are coming to the close of time. Reading the Acts of the Apostles it is clearly
seen that when they got people led t«
Christ and converted they were not satisfied until they led them in to the fulness of the Spirit where they were filled
with something that was satifying. Im
too many places this is today almost forgotten. They lead them into the churoi
instead of leading them into the inner
room where the good things of God art
talked about. I believe this is why to
many need a second work of grace ,as it
is called. But it is only the first made
complete.
God wants our whole heart
and life.
Galatians 5 contains s«
much.
"Where is the love and heavenly zeal,
That Christians formerly did feel;
When they did meet and joyfully tell
The love of there Emmanuel.
I will close with Isaiah 26: 3-4.
A sister in the faith.
TESTIMONY.
Dear readers of the Visitor:—
I have been impressed to write a few
words of testimony for my dear Savior
for He has done so much for me.
I
praise Him for His saving and keeping
power, that I ever let Him come into my
heart and life. I praise Him for the real
sweet peace He gives when we live for
Him and let Him have His way in o u
lives.
It seems to me He has done S3
much for me that I feel I cannot do
nough for Him.
I have gone through
some heavy tests these last three months
having been afflicted, but, praise God, ix
all of it I have learned some wonderful
lessons. God has been so good to me ix
sparing me to my little family. I am s*
glad for what I am enjoying in my souL
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While sometimes the enemy tries to discourage me but I just hold on to God. He
tries to make me believe I am none of
God's, but I know what I enjoy: the enemy is so sly. I had to think so much about it since I read the piece about
Empty Seats.
He takes so many different ways to deceive us. We need to be
always watching.
Jesus tells us to
watch and pray.
I ask an interest in
your prayers that I may always live true
to God.
I do love to read the Visitor,
especially the testimonies but they seem
to be getting fewer. But I love to read
those that are there: it has often given
me fresh courage when I read how others
would seem to be tempted or rather b?
led, as I was and the Lord helped them
I found He would help me too praise His
precious name.
Yours in Jesus' name,
Christina Tea1.
Ilftaro-nvUle, (int., Dec. 26, 101.
TESTIMONY.
Bear readers of the Visitor:—
Greetings in Jesus precious name, and
with Psalm 103: 1: "Bless the Lord, 0
my soul, and all that is within me, bless
lis holy name."
I have often felt that I should give in
my little testimony in the Visitor but
always felt unable to do so. I promised Jesus I would obey, if He would help
me. I surely do thank Him for what I
enjoy in His service, especially this last
year since I have yielded my all to Him.
I praise Him for Victory in my soul. 0,
the joy!
Words cannot express it.
I praise Him that He saved me about
twelve years ago, Dec. 22, 1905. From
that time on I have kept the faith. Although from that time until about a year
ago, I felt an aching void in my heart,
that wasn't satisfied. Oft times I cried
ant to God for deliverance, but never
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attained to victory. 0 how I longed to
have that satisfying portion in my heart,
but it never came to pass until the Lord
worked so wonderfully with me, and
convicted me of the need of cleansing,
that I could not hold out any longer.
Last winter, about a year ago, when Bro.
Shoalts was holding revival meetings, at
our little Mission, Dec. 6, 1917, I was so
burdened.
I did not know what to do.
When the invitation was given for souls
to get right with God, I could not remain in my seat. I then and there with
God's help made an unconditional surrender, regardless of any thing that
would come. Praise the Lord, He helped me wonderfully!
But the devil was
also very busy.
One cannot knowingJv
hold anything back from God and receive the blessing.
He doesn't want
ninety-five per cent or ninety-nine per
cent consecration, it must be one hundred per cent consecration, our very
self holds so hard, but I praise the Lord
He can help even through with that.
Some things transpired in my consecration that I do not yet understand, but
I believe He will in His own time reveal it all.
One of the hardest test3
was to give up my mother, and to see my
home broken up, which all transpired
only a short time after: and still not
having rest, went on and on until July
1, 1917.
Had done all I knew and
praise to my Jesus, I received the blessing.
So I don't care if folks call it
sanctification, or a second blessing, or
what it is, but this I know that I have
great joy in my soul.
Something that
I never had before, and that gives pease
and a stronger confidence and trust in
Jesus, although I had severe battles with
the devil, almost, as it were, making me
believe that I sinned against the Holy
Ghost, and that there would be never
anything for me again.
He, the devil,
had me, as it were, bound hand and foot.
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Was always troubled more or less with
unbelief, but, praise God, He has given
me grace and victory over the devil. For
this I owe all praise to Jesus ever since
He gave me that satisfying portion in
my soul.
I praise God for His word:
it is food to my soul, and also a great
comfort.
I now close with the poet.
It pays to serve Jesus,
I speak from my heart,
He'll always be with us
If we do our part.
Pray for me.
Lancaster,

Your unworthy sister,
Cora E. Miller.

Fa.

®s®
TESTIMONY.
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for one to do. I love to go to the prayermeeting. How He will keep our heart
pure and clean if we will let Him.
I
want just to let the Lord have His way
in my life, so as to please Him at all
times.
He is so precious to me. The
Lord tests me to see whether I truly
trust Him fully. Praise His dear name
I do trust Him.
He will take care of
my dear son. I don't hear anything of
him of late but I have laid him on the altar.
On Christmas day I had to think
I may not see him any more. I was so full
how last Christmas I had him with me
and ate my Christmas dinner with him.
on Christmas that I had to cry out loud:
then a sweet voice came to me saying,
Don't weep anymore, I'll take care of
him, trust in me. I was on my knees
praying and it came to me I should not
shed a tear anymore.
Then I had to
laugh and shout all by myself.
I had
not been feeling well on Christmas and
didn't have much but praise the Lord I
was happy all by myself. The Lord was
by my side.
I had a happy Christmas.
I can say, like David, The Lord is my
shepherd I shall not want.

In Jesus* name I felt to give my little
testimony as to what the Lord has done
for me lately.
I praise the Lord for
His keeping power, and also that I can
trust Him for the day. I can take hold
of Him by faith. I don't have to complain like they did down in Egypt land
for I am up in Beulah where is love and
joy and peace and happiness.
0 how I
can praise Him.
He has changed my
heart and mind so as to be so different.
Of late I love to do the things He has5 3

Your sister,
Lizzie Adams.
Lee

Ave.

Lancaster,

Pa.

F. M. TREASURER'S REPORT.
(Continued from page 2.)
Roy Wenger, E. Portuguese, Pa., 5.00
Norman Wenger, Myron Taylor, 10.00
Total,
$6,726.53
EXPENDITURES.

P't'g F. M. Reports, & Stationery, 28.00
Furlough, Sr. Book & Alvis,
300.00
Farm Imp., Matopo Mission,
285.00
Exchange,
1.00
Total,
$ 614.00
Total cash balance, Mar. 1, 1918,

$6,112.53

S. G. Engle, Treas.

4014 Spring: Garden St., Phila., Pa.

